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A dierentiable dynamic network loading
model that yields queue length
distributions and accounts for spillback






 risk-averse route choice models
 analysis of network breakdowns
 ...
•
specied through dierentiable equations
 linearization of network loading map
















queue/link state: N, %λ,∆ µ,Σ
queueing theory LWR model (Lebacque, '96, '05)
arrival rate λ upstream demand ∆
service rate µ downstream supply Σ
number of jobs N trac density %
max. number of jobs ` maximum density %ˆ
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Boundary conditions









queueing theory LWR model
waiting prob. P(N
upstr
























Morse ('58) gives closed-form expression of queue
evolution in continuous time for
 constant arrival and service rate λ and µ
 exponential arrivals and services
•
network simulation, one discrete time step:
1. update all λ and µ from all P(N > 0) and P(N < `)
2. keep λ and µ constant during time step
3. update queue distributions, get new P(N > 0), P(N < `)
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in(k − k fwd
0





(Charypar et al., '07)
•










generates slow queue dissipation
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Outline





Arrival prole  λ(k)







arrivals [veh/s] vs. time[s]
•
initially empty link with 0.2 veh/s downstream bottleneck
•
piecewise constant arrivals: 0.0 → 0.3 → 0.1 veh/s
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Density prole  %(k)












Blocking probability  P(N
UQ
= `)










Pr(UQ is full) vs. time[s]
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Availability probability  P(N
DQ
> 0)







Pr(DQ is not empty) vs. time[s]
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Inow prole  q
in(k)









inflow [veh/s] vs. time[s]
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Outow prole  q
out(k)

















flow [veh/s] over density [veh/cell]
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Outline







dynamic network loading based on nite capacity
queueing theory
 captures queue length distributions
 accounts for spillback
 captures build-up and dissipation of queues
 generates plausible fundamental diagram
•
dierentiability good for estimation, optimization,
assignment
•
ongoing work: more complex node models, network trac
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